
 

 

 Frankenstein confronts readers with the genius and the horror of humanity’s potential. 

Discuss. 

 

Inspirited by dreams of ambitions upon arriving at Ingolstadt, Frankenstein anticipates that 

he will ‘pioneer a new way, explore unknown powers, and unfold to the world the deepest 

mysteries of creation’, in Mary Shelley’s 1831 novel, Frankenstein. Through the construction 

of her characters, Shelley explores the consequences of a fanatical purpose to unveil 

nature’s secrets in order to confront readers with a reality of scientific advancements and 

the potential of humanity in scientific explorations. Not only does she reveal the greatness 

that can be achieved through human ability, but exposes the destructive and ruinous path 

that an unchecked ambition can result in. Ultimately, Shelley challenges readers to 

scrutinise the ramifications of an uncontrollable ambition that goes beyond the realm of 

human abilities, also seen as a transgression against nature. 

 

The ceaseless determination of the characters throughout Shelley’s novel serve as evidence 

of the limitless capability that humanity has to go beyond our boundaries. Frankenstein’s 

vision to ‘bestow life onto lifeless matter’ originates from his rather naïve fervour for the 

studies of natural philosophy and later, this desire to delve into the ‘mysteries of creation’ 

enables him to become consumed by his ‘sole occupation’. With two years of dedication to 

his study, negligence of his mortal frame so that his ‘cheek grew pale with study’, 

Frankenstein fantasises about the glory of giving birth to a ‘new species’ that will ‘bless him 

as their creator’ and ‘owe their being to him’. After nights spent dissecting corpses, and 

examining the ‘worms that inherited the wonders of the eye and brain’ with his 

‘unhallowed’ hands, Victor fruitfully discovers the ‘spark’ that ignites life into his ‘filthy 

creation’, a feat deemed an impossibility by mankind. His success in his ‘enterprise’ 

demonstrates the inspiring extents of human intellect, that with an unending passion and 

the willingness to go to great lengths, humanity possesses the ability and genius to make 

grand discoveries. Likewise, Captain Walton, in hope to ‘tread a land never before imprinted 

by the foot of man’ to discover what ‘attracts the needle’, also has a grand vision in 

scientific discovery. To ‘satiate’ the desire that is ‘at work in [his] soul’, he neglects his dying 

father’s ‘injuncture’, abandons the luxurious life into which he was born to ‘endure cold, 

famine, thirst and want of sleep’. Through Robert’s ‘undertaking’, Shelley challenges the 



 

 

readers to examine the extents taken in order to discover something in scientific 

exploration, and portrays to the reader the tremendous ability of mankind to exceed known 

human boundaries for the sake of intellect. 

 

However, the novel also confronts readers with the danger associated with the pursuit of 

knowledge, which can have fatal implications. On the ‘dull and stormy’ night that Victor 

infuses the spark of life into his ‘corpse’, he is shocked by the abhorred appearance of the 

‘daemon’ with ‘beautiful’ proportions, juxtaposed by the ‘shrivelled complexion’ of 

jaundiced skin, ‘luxurious black hair’, ‘straight black lips, and ‘watery eyes’. In abhorrence, 

Frankenstein repels from his ‘hideous guest’, only to neglect his responsibilities to whom he 

owed his duty as ‘its king and lord’ which subject the ‘abortion’ to the ‘barbarity of 

mankind’. The unjust treatment of society towards the creature fuels it with a ‘dark and 

deadly revenge’ and upon realising that his nemesis, Frankenstein, is not ‘invulnerable’, 

swears ‘eternal hatred’ on mankind and condemns his creator to despair and eternal 

solitude by murdering Victor’s friends and relations. The creature’s uncontrollable hatred 

and destruction highlights to the reader the peril that will result from pursuing knowledge 

and the responsibilities linked with such scientific discoveries. The creature serves as a 

metaphorical representation of a scientific discovery becoming uncontainable and is a 

horrifying revelation that the lack of responsibility over one’s creation can result in 

devastation. This is the same moral that Frankenstein eagerly pleads Walton to take heed, 

to ‘dash the cup from his lips’, of the ‘intoxicating draught’ because ‘happier is the man who 

believes his native town to be the world, than he who aspires to become greater than his 

nature allows’. Likewise, Shelley utilises the frame narrative to invite readers as participants 

of her story, to thoroughly warn readers of the ruin that arises out as a consequence of an 

ambitious scientific exploration that lacks responsibility and confront readers with the 

terrifying truth of humanity’s potential to bestow disaster. 

 

Fundamentally, Shelley’s novel is a cautionary tale warning against meddling with nature. By 

emphasising the calamitous results of Frankenstein’s blind ambition, she does not intend to 

commend the extraordinary intellect of mankind, but exposes readers to the irreversible 

dangers of further scientific explorations beyond human abilities. In essence, by ‘negligently 

bestowing’ life in his ‘abomination’, Frankenstein circumvents the natural channels of 



 

 

procreation and transgresses nature’s immutable laws. Hence, through the inclusion of 

pathetic fallacy, Shelley shows that Nature enacts revenge upon the treacherous sin that 

Frankenstein commits, to displace the role of his higher power as creator. No longer does 

Frankenstein feel comforted by the wonders of a picturesque landscape, but is tormented 

by the ‘comfortless sky’. In parallel to the intertextual reference, Frankenstein is likened to 

Prometheus, the Greek Titan who commits a crime against the god, Zeus, by gifting fire to 

man, and is sentenced to ceaseless torture. Like Prometheus, Frankenstein, a ‘blasted tree’, 

is haunted by ‘single drops of water continually falling on the head’, and whilst his friend, 

Henry Clerval, is able to soothe his troubles by delighting in nature’s magnificence as if he is 

in ‘fairyland’, Victor is rendered incapable to do so. This inescapable torment that 

Frankenstein suffers is evident of the severity of his crime, that his ‘fatal impulse’ has more 

serious consequences than what may be perceived. With her tale of the ‘frightful storm’ 

that ‘wrecked’ the ‘valiant vessel’, Shelley cautions readers of the dangers of human 

potential and their scientific discoveries outside the realms of human boundaries, and thus 

confronts readers to not tread on such forbidding territory. 

 

Mary Shelley’s novel, Frankenstein, is a transgressive tale about the usurpation of nature to 

serve as an implicit warning against the possible dangers inherent in the technological 

developments of modern science. She discusses the genius of mankind, but mainly focuses 

on the horrors that can result from mankind’s potential. In the end, she demonstrates the 

boundaries that men should not transgress, and that scientific discoveries beyond the realm 

of humanity are fatal and sin against Nature. Whilst the main character, Frankenstein is 

initially spurred with a grand vision for glory, he is ultimately punished for his Promethean 

pursuit for knowledge, resulting in his ruin and ceaseless wretchedness, evident of what 

Mary Shelley declares him to be: ‘The Modern Prometheus’.   


